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Mediation Report: Hazardous Substances  

To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement Plan 

From:  John Mills, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 

 

This report covers mediation sessions held on 25 September 2015 on Stage 2 Hazardous Substances 

Proposal topics as outlined below. 

Session 1  

Duplication with Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996 (Issues 1 & 2) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Norbert Schaffoener (Resources, on behalf of CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); 

Catherine Carter (Beca); Robert Webster (#2464, University of Canterbury); John Scheele (#2340, Orion, 

#2464, University of Canterbury and #2269, CPIT); Andrew Purves (#2367, Lyttleton Port Company); 

Nardia Yozin (#2387,CERA); Viv Smith (#2387, CERA); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil Companies); 

James Court (#2185, Oil Companies); Peter Gilbert (#2267, Rockgas); and Lynette Wharfe (#2165, 

Horticulture NZ). Apologies: Jenny Simpson (#2367, Lyttleton Port Company). 

The Crown, Rockgas, the Oil Companies, Lyttleton Port Company, Horticulture New Zealand, Orion and 

the University of Canterbury all noted to varying degrees the overlap between the Resource Management 

Act and HSNO.  

Actions following mediation: 

 It was agreed that Andrew Purves representing Lyttleton Port Company would draft a policy for 

the Hazardous Substances section 12.1 and send it to Scott Blair that addresses duplication with 

HSNO.  

 There was discussion by the Crown, Oil Companies, Horticulture New Zealand around the 
definition of Hazardous Facility and it was agreed CCC would circulate a revised definition of 
hazardous facility to all parties by the close of business on Monday.  

 
Matters for the Panel to determine: 

 Whether there is any duplication in the provisions in Chapter 12 of the proposed Replacement 
District Plan (pRDP) with the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996. 

 Whether Activity Status Table 12.1.2.3, Policies 12.1.1.1.2, 12.1.1.1.3 and 12.1.1.1.4 should be 
deleted in accordance with the relief sought by the Crown. 
 

Session 2   

Reverse Sensitivity (Issues 3 - 5) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Norbert Schaffoener (Resources, on behalf of CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); 

Catherine Carter (Beca); Robert Webster (#2464, University of Canterbury);Jonathan Clease 

(#2359,Liquigas); Damian Phillis (teleconference) (#2359,Liquigas); Andrew Purves (#2367, Lyttleton Port 

Company); Nardia Yozin (#2387,Crown); Viv Smith (#2387, Crown); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil 

Companies); James Court (#2185, Oil Companies); Peter Gilbert (#2267, Rockgas); and Lynette Wharfe 

(#2165, Horticulture NZ).  

 

There was general agreement from the relevant parties present on the benefits of the use of overlays and 

that these are best determined through a quantitative risk assessment. The possibility of an interim option 

was extensively discussed but CCC questioned that if an interim buffer was agreed, where the 

responsibility for a subsequent plan change would fall. It was agreed that the matter of the interim 

approach was a matter for the Panel to determine. 
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Matters for the Panel to determine: 

- Whether there is an interim approach that can be included in pRDP such as a buffer controlling 

the establishment of sensitive activities near a HSNO facility while quantitative risk assessments 

are completed to justify overlays and rules for hazardous substance facilities. 

- Whether for the Woolston area an overlay could have a two year time lapse to allow sufficient 

time for a detailed quantitative risk assessment to be completed for the facility as requested by 

the Oil Companies. 

 

Session 3   

Hazardous Facilities in Industrial Zones (Issue 6) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Norbert Schaffoener (Resources, on behalf of CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); 

Catherine Carter (Beca); Robert Webster (#2464, University of Canterbury);Jonathan Clease 

(#2359,Liquigas); Damian Phillis (teleconference) (#2359,Liquigas); Andrew Purves (#2367, Lyttleton Port 

Company); Nardia Yozin (#2387,Crown); Viv Smith (#2387, Crown); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil 

Companies); James Court (#2185, Oil Companies); Peter Gilbert (#2267, Rockgas); Ainsley McLeod 

(#2387, Crown New Zealand Fire Service) and Lynette Wharfe (#2165, Horticulture NZ).  

 

Issues agreed at mediation: 

 Liquigas and Lyttleton Port noted that Industrial zones are the most appropriate locations for 

HSNO facilities, however, they are no longer pursuing permitted activity status for the storage of 

hazardous substances in these zones in the pRDP. As a consequence there are no matters for 

the Panel to determine. 

 

Session 4  

Appropriateness of various amendments to Proposals (Issues 7-11 and 14) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Norbert Schaffoener (Resources, on behalf of CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); 

Catherine Carter (Beca); Robert Webster (#2464, University of Canterbury); John Scheele (#2340, Orion, 

#2464, University of Canterbury and #2269, CPIT); Andrew Purves (#2367, Lyttleton Port Company); 

Nardia Yozin (#2387,Crown); Viv Smith (#2387, Crown); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil Companies); 

James Court (#2185, Oil Companies); Peter Gilbert (#2267, Rockgas); and Lynette Wharfe (#2165, 

Horticulture NZ); Mark Thomas (#2387, Crown New Zealand Fire Service); Ainsley McLeod (#2387, 

Crown New Zealand Fire Service and #2218, Transpower); Tanya Stevens (2458#, Mahaanui Kurataio 

Limited); Kirsty Huxford and (2458#, Mahaanui Kurataio Limited). 

 

Actions following mediation: 

 Rockgas questioned the reduction in the thresholds for LPG in the pRDP and it was agreed that 

Norbert Schaffoener, Scott Blair and Peter Gilbert representing Rockgas would discuss to see if a 

compromise could be reached and all parties were happy with this approach. 

 The Oil Companies agreed that they would discuss the proposed corridor protection rule for the 

National Grid directly with Transpower early next week.  

 Transpower acknowledged the agreement by CCC to the corridor protection rules for the National 

Grid and it was agreed that Scott Blair, Ainsley McLeod and the CCC Chapter 6 lead are to 

discuss the proposed corridor protection rules for the National Grid and how these should be 

addressed through the pRDP process.  

Issues agreed at mediation: 

 Norbert Schaffoener discussed with Mark Thomas representing the New Zealand Fire Service the 

types of hazardous substances that are stored at fire stations.  As a consequence Norbert 
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advised that following would be deleted from 12.1.2.3 Hazardous Facilities Activity Status Table 

Flammable (gases) (aerosols), “all other non-hazardous” gases which will be for all of the groups 

listed.   

 Orion requested that the reference to designated electricity substations in note 9 and 10 of Rule 

12.1.2.3 be deleted and Marie Pollisco agreed CCC would amend accordingly. 

 

Matters for the Panel to determine: 

 Whether the use and storage of agrichemicals and fertilisers in the Rural Zone be a permitted 

activity where those activities occur in accordance with the HSNO Group Standard for Fertilisers 

or NZS8409:2004 Management of Agrichemicals. 

 Whether the new provision requests as part of the Policy Framework in 12.1 Hazardous 

substances should be accepted and activity specific standards a-d in Rule 12.1.2.2.1(P4) should 

be deleted in accordance with the relief sought by the Oil Companies. 

 Whether there is consistency in the provisions with Strategic Objective 3.3.6 which uses the 

concept of acceptable and unacceptable risks as noted by the Oil Companies. 

 Whether Policies 12.1.1.1.1; 12.1.1.1.2; 12.1.1.1.3; 12.1.1.1.4 and 12.1.1.3.1 should include the 

use of “avoid” in accordance with the relief sought by Mahaanui Kurataio Limited. 

 Whether fire stations should be able to store the same substances as carried on emergency 

service vehicles.  

 

Session 5   

Quantities for Specific Purpose Zones (Airport and Tertiary Education) (Issues 12 and 13) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Norbert Schaffoener (Resources, on behalf of CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); 

Catherine Carter (Beca); John Scheele (#2340, Orion, #2464, University of Canterbury and #2269, CPIT); 

Nardia Yozin (#2387,Crown); Viv Smith (#2387, Crown); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil Companies); 

James Court (#2185, Oil Companies); Jonathan Clease (#2348, #2817, CIAL); Fiona Arubury (#2348, 

#2817, CIAL); Brodie Akacich (#2348, #2817, CIAL); and Geraldine McGettigan (#2360, Canterbury 

District Health Board). 

 

Actions following the mediation: 

 Scott Blair advised he will send Jonathan Clease representing CIAL the section 32 and any other 

relevant documentation used in preparation of the Operative Plan, to provide background for the 

rationale for the thresholds in the Christchurch Operative Plan for aviation fuel storage.  

 It was agreed that John Scheele representing the University of Canterbury and CPIT is to redraft 

note 5 and 12 in Rule 12.1.2.3 as proposed in the submission to clearly distinguish what is a 

“facility” and what is a “site”. This is to be sent to CCC by Wednesday to assist with amendments. 

 

Matters for the Panel to determine: 

- Whether permitted activity status for jet fuel and aviation gasoline storage at the Specific Purpose 

(Airport) Zone should be allowed for a combined total of 5 million litres and any change in the 

location or method of aviation storage or any modification or alteration of the storage facilities, in 

either case involving less than or equal to 100,000 litres of these substances.  

 

Session 6  

Appropriateness of proposed provisions relating to human health from soil disturbance (Issue 15) 

Appropriateness of including provisions to manage future use, remediation and non-human 

health issues (Issue 16) 

Appropriateness of protecting productive soils, water supplies and significant natural and cultural 

heritage sites, and including protection provisions for Ngai Tahu cultural values (Issues 17 & 18) 
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Wording of Policy 12.2.2.1 (Issue 19) 

Overlap of functions of Territorial Authorities and Regional Councils (Issue 20) 

Attendees: Scott Blair (CCC); Marie Pollisco (CCC); Catherine Carter (Beca); Nardia Yozin 

(#2387,Crown); Viv Smith (#2387, Crown); David le Marquand (#2185, Oil Companies); James Court 

(#2185, Oil Companies); Geraldine McGettigan (#2360, Canterbury District Health Board); Malcolm 

Walker (#2360, Canterbury District Health Board); Tanya Stevens (2458#, Mahaanui Kurataio Limited); 

Kirsty Huxford and (2458#, Mahaanui Kurataio Limited). 

Scott Blair advised that Davina McNickel from Canterbury Regional Council was not present and that as 

she had provided advice to CCC on the contaminated land section for Chapter 12.2 some of the issues 

may not be able to be discussed in detail.  

Actions following mediation: 

 It was agreed that CCC, James Court and David le Marquand (Oil Companies), Tanya Stevens 

(Mahaanui Kurataio Limited), Kirsty Huxford (Mahaanui Kurataio Limited) and Davina McNickel 

(ECAN) arrange to meet to discuss the issue of cultural values being incorporated into the 

provisions in Chapter 12 and any overlap with the HSNO provisions and existing controls in the 

Regional Plan.  

 

Issues agreed at mediation: 

 An amendment was agreed to the wording in 12.2.2 Other Methods between CCC and the Oil 

Companies to delete the words “contaminated irrespective of whether the land”. 

 

Matters for the Panel to determine: 

 Whether there is scope to include reference to “existing management plans being in place” in the 

proposed Policy 12.2.1.1.3 on Future Use in the Councils amendments. This reference was only 

requested in the Crowns submission on Stage 3 on HSNO in the Central City Chapter. 

 

 

 

30 September 2015 


